Friday, 26th May 2017

JUNIOR MATHS CHALLENGE WINNERS
The United Kingdom Mathematics Trust (UKMT) Junior
Challenge is aimed at
students in Years 7 and 8 in
England and Wales; S1 and
S2 in Scotland; and Year 9
or below in Northern
Ireland. It is a great way to
test and enhance students’
problem solving skills. The
challenge involves answering 25 multiple choice
questions in an hour. You
lose 1 mark for each
incorrect answer to questions 16-20 and 2 marks for
each incorrect answer to
questions 21-25.
A group of students were
selected to take part in this year’s UK Junior mathematical challenge and we are very proud to an-

nounce that certificates
were awarded to a total of
15 students. Big congratulations to Donatas (8K) and
Isabah (8R) who both won
a gold certificate; Jheels
(8E), Leo (8E), Zakariya
(8O), and Svetlin (8Y) who
each won a silver certificate
and Taylor (8O), Idris (8Y),
Jahzion (8K), Farhan (8Y),
Habeeb (8E), Hassan (7E),
Aldas (7O), Soyad (7B) and
Nair Mahdy (7O) who all
won bronze certificate’s.
A special mention must also go to Donatas (8K) who
has been invited to participate in a follow–on competition known as the ‘Kangaroo Challenge’ to be held
on Tuesday, 13th of June. We wish him luck!

Borough Athletics Competition
On Wednesday, 17th May, the annual borough athletics took place
at the Terence McMillan stadium.
The day promised to be very exciting with Rokeby entering a very
strong field event team. The
weather tried to halt the days
events, with many of the field
events being cancelled. So our
superstars were unable to showcase their talents however, they
will have another opportunity on
our school’s sports day, now taking place on Thursday, 15th June.
Please note this date has been
changed from the original date in
the school calendar. Despite the
adverse weather conditions all the
boys who took part gave it their

very best so well done goes to:
Year 7 - Natnael 7L, Aldas 7O,
Keaten 7K , Anthony 7K, David A
7B, Kamer 7R and Kenzie 7O.
Year 8 - Jahzion 8K, I'Zac 8E,
Marley 8B, Temi 8B, Francis 8O,
Habeeb 8E, Joshua 8Y, Reece 8B
and Giovanny 8R.
Year 9- Gideon 9K, Enoch 9K,
Terron 9K, Joel 9E, Ilian-Madalin
9E and Bello 9R.
Year 10 - Callum 10K, Harnak
10K, Ibrahim 10E, Harjot 10E and
Deolindo 10B.
All boys are invited to attend Athletics club on Tuesday’s after
school, if you are interested
please see Ms Bailey-Clouston.

Our Values: Respect, Success, Passion for Learning, Personal Challenge, Harmony

THOUGHT OF THE WEEK: The comeback starts right now,
right here. It starts with us.

Student Leader Candidate Slogans

DATES FOR
YOUR DIARY

Fri 26th May
Year 11 Graduation
Monday 29th May Friday 2nd June
Half term holiday
Monday 5th June
Year 10 Step into
Work Week

ATTENDANCE &
PUNCTUALITY
Did you know:
90% attendance = 1/2
day missed every
week.

As part of their campaign to become Student Leaders for the academic year 2017/18, our candidates have devised their very own manifesto slogans. Which one is your favourite? The
results of the vote, held on Friday 26th May will be revealed in the next Rokeby Recorder!

Maths Corner

Artist’s Corner

11K with the best
attendance at 96.8%
&
8B with the best
punctuality at 98.8%

1. The distance between Exeter and London is 175
miles. Sam left Exeter at 10:00 on Tuesday for London.
Morgan left London for Exeter at 13:00 the same day.
They travelled on the same road. Up to the same time
when they met, Sam’s average speed was 25 miles per
hour, and Morgan’s average speed was 35 miles an
hour.

WORD OF THE
WEEK
This week our word of
the week is
Hydrotherapy

At what time did Sam and Morgan meet?
A. 17:00
B. 15:55
C. 15:30
D. 15:00
E. 14:40
2. In the window of Bradley’s Bicycle Bazaar there are
some unicycles, some bicycles and some tricycles.
Laura sees that there are seven saddles in total, thirteen wheels in total and more bicycles than tricycles.

5

How is YOUR tutor
group doing?
Congratulations this
week go to:

Why not test yourself and have a go at these challenging questions!

How many unicycles are in the window?
A. 1
B. 2
C. 3
D. 4
E.

90% attendance over
one school year = 4
whole weeks of
missed lessons!

Fantastic piece of GCSE artwork by
Vinicius 10E

Can you find the
meaning of this word
and make a sentence? Once you
have, come to the
library and see Ms
Hendrickson for a
merit.
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